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ABSTRACT
[u this paper, we show how the basis reduction algorithm of Kreher and
Radziszowski
can be used to construct large sets of disjoint designs
with specified automorphisms. In particular, we construct a (3,4,23;4)large set which
rise to an infinite family of large sets of 4-desiglls
via a result of Teirlinck [6].

1

Introduction

(1)

Let X be a finite set of v elements called points. We denote by
the set of all
1~-elelllel1t subsets of X. A t-design, or more specifically, a t-(v, k, A) design, is a
pair (,1',8) such that B
G,), and every member of (X) is contained in precisely
A members of £3. The members of B are called blocks.
The divisibility conditions A(~=:)
0 (mod
for 0 :::; i < t, provide
necessary conditions for the existence of a t-( v, k, A) design. For any given t, k,
and 11,
denote by A'(t,k,v) the minimum positive'\ that satisfies the divisibility
conditions. When there is no confusion, we simply write X" far X"( t, k, v).
A (l, k, v; A)- partition is a partition of
ill to t-( v, k, Ad designs (X, Bi ) where
Ai E A an(I
n,.. , N 1. If A = {,\}, we say that the partition is a uniform
(t, k, v; A )-partition. If A {A "'( t, k, v)} t.he partition is said to be a (t, k,'l!; A'")-large
set. The number of designs in a (t,k,v;X")-large set is N = (~=:)/A*.
The motivation behind this work is the example of a (2,3,9;1)-large set with the
property that each of the seven pairwise disjoint designs in the large set admits the
permutation ex
(0,8)(0,2,4,3,7,5) as au automorphism, and that the permutation
(J'
(1,2,3,4,5,6,7) cyclically pernnli,es these seven designs. Thus this large set is
given hy the 2-(9,3,1) design { 024,136,857,018,235,467,037,268,415,056,127,
;~48 } all d its 7 ima.ges under (J'.

(;=D)

C:)

2

Using Basis Reduction

1'hrough out this paper let X = {O, I J' •• , v - I} and let G be a subgroup of the
sYlllmet,ric group Sym( .1::'). VVe wish to construct a large set with G as an automorphisJJl of each of its members. The subgroup G acts on the subsets of X iu
n natural way. If S ~ >t' and g E G, then sg = {x g XES}. The orbit of S
is SG = {sg : g E G}. Let 6. 1 (G), 6. 2 (G), 6. 3 (G), ... 6. Nt (G) and r 1 (G), r2(G),
I':3( G), ... r Nt (G) be complete lists of all orbits of t-element and k-element subsets of
.1' under G respecti vely. l"or any fixed orbit representative T of 6. i ( G), the number
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of menlbers J{ E fj(G) snch titn,t T s:;;; J{ is denoted by Atk(G)[i,j]. This number,
A tk ( G)li, j], is independent of the choice of T. In [3] the following observation is
ma.de.
A t-( v, k, A) design (X, B) exists with G as an automorphism group if and only if
theTe is a (0, I)-vector U satisfying the matrix equation

Al,
where 1

(1)

[I,l,l, ... ,l]T.

Of the several methods for solving equation (J), the approach taken by Kreher
and Radziszowski [4J has been particularly successful. It is described below.
Let A
{a1, ... , am} be a set of in teger valued n-dimensional vectors. The
lattice geuf'rated by A is the set of all integer linear combinations of 0,1, ... , am, and
is denoted by £(11). vVe say that a), .. , am is a basis for £(A). The following
observation is crucial in the approach of Kreher and Radziszowski.
d . Al for some integer d if and only if [U T , 0, "

A tk ( G)U
lattice

L:(J1I) generated by the columns M 0/ the matrix

,O]T is in the

[Atk~G) -~J].

Since the complement of a t-design is a t-design, we may assume, without loss
of generalit,y, that II UI1 2
N k ( G)/2. It follows that the length of [UTO, 0, ... ,0]1'
is considerably shorter titan the lengths of other vectors in £(M). Kreher and
Hadziszowski developed a basis reduction algorithm that finds vectors in the lattice
[, whose lengths are as short as they can make them. In fact, their algorithm very
often l1nds a (O,l)-soiution to Atk(G)U
AJ. Several thousand new t-de.signs have
been found with this algorithm [2).
We now return to the construction of large sets. Let G :::::: II S Sym(X). The
fusion matrix, denoted Fk(G, H), is the Nk(H) by Nk(G) matrix defined by:

s

Now suppose we want to find a (t, k, v; >'''')-large set of disjoint designs V ;=
{(X, Bi)li = 0, .. ,N - l} such that each of the designs (cY,Bi), 0 S i ::; N - 1,
has G
Syrn(cY) as an automorphism group. Suppose further that we waut a
permutation 0- E Syrn(,Y) to cyclically permute the designs in V. In particular o-i,
1 S i < 10-1, does not fix any blocks. Let H
(G,o-) and consider an orbit f[(H).
It is the union of some collection f j1 (G), ... ,f j'l (G) of orbits of k-elemellt subsets
under G. We observe that
for any 1

S

n

S

q, and for all 1

S i < 10-1
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we have

It follows that if we find a design (X) 8) that contains exactly one orbit of k-element
s u Lsets from each fusion
then Bu is disjoint from B. Hence, V
{( X, BUi ) Ii
0, ... ) (~=!) A* I} is a large set of disjoint designs. We call such large set a cyclic
large set with shifter (J. The above discussion is summarize ill the following theorem.

/

TheoreUl 1 There exists a cyclic (t, k, V; A"')-large set V with G as an automorphism group and shifter (J if there is a (0, 1) -vector U satisfying the matrix equation

(2)
where H
The approach we take to solve equation (2) is to apply the basis reduction
algorithm of Kreher and Radziszowski
described earlier to the lattice generated
by the columns of the matrix

oJ
--A*

1\J

j.

-J
Using this Inethod,
,"UJlH"""" of

were able to construct a cyclic (3,5,13;15)-large set. This
having G
f3) where
0:
(0,1,2,3,4,5, OJ 7,8,9, lU, II, 12), and f3
(1,8,12,5)(2,3,11,10)(4,6,9,7) as
an autolllOrphism group. The orbit representatives for the blocks in one of the three
designs in the large set are listed below.

0234501245
01459 U1269

02,156 o 2 4 7 8
o 1 248
o 2 3 7 9 o 1 2 6 10 o 247 10

A pplying the permutation
(J

(1,3,9)(2,6,5)(4,12,10)(7,8,11)

twice
the other two U~'~IJ'..l")'
The reqnirement that the desired large set is cyclic is often too strong a condition
for us to be able to find a. solution. III particula.r, this restriction yields a
set of
'tsom01'phzc designs. In this section, we propose two approaches for for finding large
sets when no additional requirements such
cyclic are made.
It is easy to see that constructing a (t, k, v; A*)-large set of disjoint designs, each
with G as au autolllor;:illslll group, is equivalent to partitioning the columns of the
matrix,
iuto
A classes, so that the row sums across the columns in
each cla.ss is equaJ ,\"". Onrfil's\' approach works as follows. We find a (0,1 )-vector U
solving equation (1) using the basis reduction algorithm of Kreher and Radziszowski.
The columns corresponding to the (0,1)- vector U are then removed from A tk ( G).
This procedure is repeated uutil one of two things happens

G=:) /

Y
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1. 'We get a partition of the columns of Atk ( 0) into classes corresponding to a

(t,k,v;A*)-large set.
2. We get a partit.ion of the columns of
(t,k,V;{X",A})-partition,.\ > X".

Atk( 0)

into classes corresponding to a

Our second approach is again to use the basis reduction algorithm of Kreher
and Radziszowski to repeatedly generate a set S of many distinct (O,1)-vectors U
solving equation (l). This is achieved by randomly ordering the basis vectors at each
iterat.ion so that each time after reducillg the basis, different short vectors appear
in the basis. An independent set in S is a set of pairwise orthogonal vectors in S.
It is not hard to see that S contains a (t, k, v; .\* )-large set if and only if there is an
iudepeucknt set of size (~=:) /.\* in S. We can choose S to be not too large so that
we can check S for a maximulll independellt set in reasonable time.
sometimes in combination, we were able to construct
Using these two
the (3,4,23;/!)-large set and a (4,6,14;15)-large set appearing ill Table I and Table II.
The (3,4,23;4)-large set is of particular interest because of a recent result of
Teirlinck [6]. Teirlinck proved that (4,5, 20u + 4; A*)-large sets exist for all positive
int.egers u that are relatively prime to 30 if there exists a (3,4,23;4)-large set. Hence
we now have the following theorem.
TheorCln 2 There exist (/1,5, 20u
a.re relatively p1 ime to SO.

+ 4; .\ '" )-large

sets for all positive integers u that

0

This family of (4,5, 20u 4; '\*)-large sets is one of the only two non-trivial infinite
families of (t, k, v; .\ ~ )-large sets known for t 4.

3

Using t-Ilomogeneous Groups

For not.at.ion, definitions and theorems on p~rmlltation groups the reader is directed
to the book by Wielanclt [7\ and also to the book by Biggs and White [1J. Here
we introduce some of the notation and concepts that are relevant to this paper. A
sllbgmllp 0 S; Sym(X) is said to be i-homogeneous if the orbit of any t-element
subset is all of the i-element subsets. In this case, it is easy to see that the orbit BG
of any k-elemellt subset, B
X, is a t-(V,k,A) design, where.\ 101e) /IOBI(~)
and G B = {g E 0 Bg = B}. Thus, the the complete list V of all the orbits of
k-eleHlent sulJsets partition
int() l-designs. In particula.r, if IG 81
1 for every

C:)

B ~ ,\:', IBI k, then V is a uniform (t, k, v; .\ )-partition with .\ 101 (~) / (~).
Given a subgroup action G Sym(,t'), a permutation g E G having ei cycles of
length Ci is said to have type
v

type(g)

II C{i.
i=l

We make the following observa.tion.
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Table 1: A (3,4,23;4)-large set.

o 135
o 1 3 8 I) 1 3 13
o 1 2 10 o 1 3 15 o 1 2 7 o 1 3 18
o 1 3 21 o 1 4 20 o 1 3 10 o 1 3 19

design 5
o1 4 5
o1 3 7
o 1 3 14
o 1 3 22

Table II: A (4,G,14;15)-large set.

design 1
123 5 10 o 1 2 3 4 5
o 1 235 7 1 235 6 7
124567
o 124 6 8
o 1 2 3 5 9 o 126 7 8
o1 2 4 5 9
1 2 345 9
123479
1 246 7 9
123589
1 234 8 9
o 1 2 3 8 10 1 2 3 4 7 10
U 1 2 8 lU 0123411
1 2 3 4 9 10 1235611
0124611 123 5 12
U 1 2 4 5 12 1 2 4 5 6 12
1 2 3 5 8 12 1 2 3 7 9 12
1 2 3 5 7 13

o1 2 4 6 7
1 234 5 8
1234 8
123569
012 4 9
124 5 7 9
1 2 4 7 8 10
1245611
1234911
U1
5 12
1 2 3 4 7 12
1 2 3 4 9 12

l15

123568

o1 2 3 7 8

o1 2 3 8 9

124678
123579
1 2 4 8 10
0123511
1235711
o 1 3911
o 1 4 6 12
o 1 2 3 5 13

123457
012457
012348
012478
012379
123789
124789
1234511
1234711
o 1 2 3 7 12
1235911
1 2 35 12
1 2 4 6 7 12
1 2 3 5 8 13

3
012356
012358
o1 2 3 6 8
o1 2 4 6 9
o 1 2 3 4 10
124689
1235811
1 2 4 5 9 10
1246711
0 2 3 4 12
1 3 5 6 12
1 4 7 12
1 2 5 6 13

IGBI 1 for some k-elernent subset B ~ X if and only if there is agE G with
Ct":i such that k can be written as k
IiCi with each Ii S ei,
type(g)
L, ... ,v.
Tll1lS, knowing the types of all the e.lcInents of G is sufficient to decide when the orbits
of k-element subsets under G is a nniform (t, k, Vi A)-partition with AlGI (;) / (~).
Using this observatio.n, we present two CA(.LH11-'1C<l.
3.1

2

For this example, we consider t.he class of groups known as the affine special linear
groups. Let ,1'
GF(p1l) be the finite Held of order v = pn, p a prime. Then the
afline special linear group of order v is
AS L( v)

{x

I-t

ax

+ b : a, b E X

and a is a nonzero square}.

It is an easy exercise to show that ASL(v) acting 011 X is 2-homogeneous, for v a
prime congruent to 3 modulo 4. Using elementary group theory, the distribution
of the types of elements ill AS L( v) can
be obtained. These are displayed in
Table III and the relevant theorem follows.
Table III

Theorem 3 Let v be a prime congruent Lo 3 modulo 4,2 < k < v, let X = GP(v)
and let V be a complete list of 07,bits of k-element subsets under ASL(v).
1. If gcd(k, v)
partition.
2.

rt gcd(k(k

gcd(k(k - I), (v - 1)/2) = 1, then V is a uniform (2, k, Vi (;))-

- l),v(v -1))

= 2, then V is a (2, k,Vi (~))-large set.

Proof. Part (1) follows from the observation and part (2) adds only the condition
that gcd(ll; 1, v)
l. The divisibility conditions then give A* = (~) and thus' the
result holds. II
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3.2

3

We now focus our attent.ion 011 t.he pro.iective special linear group P S L 2( v), where
v = p1t is a prillle power. Recall that PSL2(V) is the set of a112 by 2 matrices over
G F( v) whose determinant is a 11011zero square. It is also isomorphic to the linear
fractional group G
L F( v) which is the set of all mappings
x

ax -I- b
f--t - - -

ex

+d

'

sllch that a, b, e, d E G F( v) and ad - be is a nonzero square. If we define a/oo = 0
and a/O = 00 for all a E G F( v), a -I- 0, then it is easy to see that G acts transitively
011 X = GF!(v) U {oo}, the so-called projective line. i,From this representation of
P SL 2 ( 11), it is not diIIicult to establish the distribution of types of elements in G.
This distribution is given in 'fable IV for the case v
3 (mod 4).

Table IV
Nlunber
1 . pV/p

v2 - 1
(v -v)/2
</>(d)(v l1 + v)/2

12 .2(v-1)/2
12 . d(11-1)/d

2

d(v+l)/d

By applying the Cauchy-Frobenius-Burnside lemma, it is easy to show that when
011 X, the projective line. Thus,
by Table IV and careful examination of the divisibility conditions, we have

v

== 3 (mod 4), PSL2(V) acts 3-holllogelleously

Theore.m 4 Let v
pTl. + 1 for some prime power pTl. == 3 (mod 4), 3 < k < v and
let G be the representation of P S L 2 ( v) acting on the pro.iective line X.
1. Ifged(k(k-l),p) = ged(k(k-1)(k-2),(v-l)/2) = gcd(k,(v+1)/2) = 1, then
the orbits of k-ele1nent subsets of X under G form a uniform (3, k, v; 3 (;))partition.

2.

ff in
411

III

addition to the hypothesis of

(1J

Fork even. gcd(k
l)v(v
1)/2) = 1

= 2 andgcd(k-l,v(v-l)/2)

2,v-l)

Fork odd. gcd((k - l)(k
gcd(k,(v -~ l)v(v - 1)/2)

we have

2),v(v

1))

=

= gcd(k,(v+

2 and gcd(k - 2,v - 1) =

1

then the orbits of k-element subsets of ...1:' under G form a (3, k, v; 3
set.
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e) )-large

The applicability of theorems 3 and 4 in constructing large sets is indicated in
the tables below,
all large sets of 2-designs with v
24 and 3-designs with
v 5 1UO that are constructed:
Table of 2-designs
2-( 1l,3,3)

2-(11

2-(19,5,10)

2-(2:3,:3,3)

2-(23A,li)

2-( 2:3,5, 10)

2-(23,7,21)

2-(23,8,28)

2-(23,9,36)

2-( 19,8,28)
2-{23,6,15)
2-(23,10,45 )

Table of 3-desiglls

3-(4A,7,.5)
~J-(68,31,4495)

3 (4A,19,909)
3-(SU,19,U09)

3-(OS,7,35)
3-(8U,23,1771 )

3-(68,11,15)

Note: Iuterested persons call. get elect. rollic access to lists of the assorted starter
blocks by sendillg electronic mail to D. L. Kreher or to C. J. Colbourn.
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